This work presents the design of real-time applications for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) by using an algorithm based on data stream to process the sensor data. The proposed algorithm is based on sampling techniques applied to data histograms created from original data streams acquired by sensor nodes. As a result, the algorithm provides a sample oflog n items to represent the original data stream of n elements. In this work, we show how to use the data reduction algorithm in real-time WSN design.
Introduction
Despite the potential of their applications, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1] have several resource restrictions, such as low computational power, reduced bandwidth, and limited energy source. For these networks, there are two main types of applications: monitoring and actuating applications [6, 7] . Many of these applications have real-time deadline requirements, for example, military, surveillance system, biometric sensors, and intrusion detection [3, 8] . Real-time solutions for WSNs are often based on existing protocols, for example, network and link layers [3, 5] . There are works which address design solutions such as architectures or models to apply real-time in WSN [8] . None of these proposals consider application aspects such as data quality or application requirements. In this work, we show real-time application design for algorithms that consider data quality aspects.
In some applications for WSNs, data usually arrives in an online fashion, is unlimited, and there is no order in the arrival of data to be processed. Data with these features are called data streams [10] . Due to the constraints of sensor networks, sending a large amount of data can take a lot of time. As a consequence, a high delay will probably not meet real-time requirements of a given application. Therefore, we must provide techniques to control the amount of data through the network and its consequent delay. In order to do this, many data stream techniques that can be used in WSNs. In this work, we use a sampling data stream technique to reduce the data traffic.
General research in data stream algorithms tries to establish lower bounds for data stream algorithm classes or present specific applications that are modeled by using data stream algorithms [2, 10] . In WSNs, the network can be considered as a distributed database where some functions (e.g. maximum, minimum, and average) are computed in-network or they use the resources available at a sensor database and apply them to extract management information from the WSN, such as energy and location of nodes [4, 9] . Current sensor databases are not suitable for WSNs, since nodes have too few resources and real-time aspects are not considered.
In this work, we show a real-time application design for WSNs when data reduction algorithms are applied. The algorithm reduction presented is based in sampling techniques. We evaluate the delay metric for data delivery versus the impact of the sample size on the data quality. Simulation results reveal that by using the design guidelines the real-time deadlines are met and the network requirements can be reduced while keeping limited data quality. Moreover, results show the efficiency of the proposed reduction algorithm by extending the network lifetime and reducing the delay without losing data representativeness. The proposed algorithm can be very useful to design energyefficient and time-constrained sensor networks.
This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show how to design real-time sensor network applications by using data streams algorithms. Next, in Section 3, we present the data reduction algorithm for summarizing sensor network data. Experimental results are given in Section 4, and Section 5 concludes this study and presents the future work.
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Design of Real-Time WSN Applications
This section discusses real-time application design based on data reduction algorithms, in our case, a data stream based algorithm. In Figure 1 , we present the desired behavior of the data stream considering real-time requirements. Once a sensor node receives a data stream from the wireless medium the data stream is classified by the Stream organizer, and the Stream processing chooses the sample size or particular algorithm for generating the sample. The blocks are detailed as follows:
applications usually use probabilistic methods to treat the data and have no communication acknowledgment. These aspects hide the use of hard real-time. In the design of a soft real-time system, we must know the delay behavior of the data for each solution being used. In our case, the deadline requirements of the applications can be met by the stream algorithms or the adopted sample size; and (iii) Data reduction decision: in the last step of the design, the decision of the best solution to treat the stream input depends on the network requirements, deadlines, and data quality. This decision can be on-line or in design level. The data quality is important because the reduction may degrades the data.
Data Reduction Algorithm
The data reduction problem to attend the design of Section 2, can be stated as follows: The first design phase is the organization of the streams generated in the sensor network, Stream organizer. This can be done according to the following classification: Sensing is the most natural stream. It represents the sensed data in the network and its transmission model depends on the network communication type. In this case, we generally maintain the data values. Infrastructure is used to support network functions such as routing, data fusion, and data compression algorithms. For example, the data being forwarded in the routing process can be considered as a data stream and be processed by a data stream algorithm. In this case, the use of original data depends on the application. For each stream type we have a different treatment and deadlines. In a real-time application design, the Stream organizer is responsible for identifying the data stream using the information of received data. This fact allows the stream to be properly processed to attend real-time requirements.
In the second design phase, Stream processing, a given stream executes three stream processing functions: (i) Network requirements: there are different sensor network requirements (scalability, energy, packet loss, delay, and quality of data). These requirements are used to decide the best reduction solution to be used in the network. This occurs because the reduction may lead to different outputs with different "data qualities"; (ii) Real-time deadlines: to use deadlines in a sensor network, we must consider hard and soft real-time applications: Hard real-time applications are typically found when interacting at a low level with a physical hardware, in embedded systems. Soft real-time applications are typically found when there is a need to perform some concurrent access to a data storage from different processes. In sensor networks, it is common the use of soft real-time because the environment is not controlled. The Problem Statement: Given a sensor stream, we want to meet WSN requirements by reducing data traffic (by using techniques based on data streams) and assuring a minimum data quality that allows to reduce energy consumption and delay.
This problem can be further assessed by answering the following questions: (i) Time limits: What are the time limits for real-time data stream applications in sensor networks? In real-time design, we must determine the time limits of our solutions. In general, a lower bound can be determined by the shortest path between source and sink nodes considering only one data stream of a given size. One stream can be used to prevent the influence of other network characteristics such as routing stack saturation; (ii) Data reduction and data quality: How can we evaluate the quality of the processed data? Due to network limitations and data characteristics only samples of the data stream can be sent. Thus, we must evaluate if the reduced data is representative. To perform this evaluation we can use statistic tests to know whether the original sensor stream and the sampled one are equivalent, and also compare the distance between the average of their data values; and (iii) Project requirements: Can the desired behavior of data stream applications, considering real-time requirements presented in Section 2, be achieved? To make it possible we need to know the behavior of the proposed solution regarding all requirements addressed in Stream processing. For the Stream organizer, we only identify the packet type. In this work, we attend the Stream processing requirements by using our algorithm.
The sampling based data stream algorithm is motivated by the problem stated above. The data reduction will be achieve by sampling the original data. This solution aims to keep the data quality and the sequence of sensor stream. Our sampling-based algorithm provides a solution that allows the balance between best data quality and network requirements. The sample size can vary, but it must be representative to attend the data similarity requirement. According to network requirements, we can set the amount of samples between log n and n. Thus, it can attend the quality requirements in relation to the network requirements.
The sampling algorithm can be divided into the following steps: (i) Build a histogram of the sensor stream; (ii) Create a sample based on the histogram obtained before. To create such a sample, we randomly choose the elements of each histogram class, respecting the sample size and the class frequencies of the histogram. Thus, the resulting sample will be represented by the same histogram; and (iii) Sort the data sample according to its order in the original data. The pseudo-code of the sampling algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. We also consider n as the number of elements in the original data stream, and m as the adopted sample size.
Analyzing the Algorithm 1 we have: Line 2 executes in (n log n). O(m log m) . Thus, the overall complexity is 0 (n log n) + 0 (n + m) + O(m log m) = O(n log n), since m < n. The space complexity is O(n + m) = O(n) because we store the original data stream and the resulting sample. Since every source node sends its sample stream towards the sink, the commu- The evaluation of the algorithms is based on the following assumptions: (i) Simulation: We perform our evaluation through simulations and use the NS-2 (Network Simulator 2) version 2.30. Each simulated scenario was executed with 33 random topologies. At the end, for each scenario we plot the average value with 95% of confidence interval; (ii) Network topology: We use a tree-based routing algorithm called EF-Tree [11] as the routing protocol, the density is kept constant, and all nodes have the same hardware configuration. To analyze only the application, the tree is built just once, before the traffic starts; (iii) Stream generation: The streams used by the nodes are always the same, following a normal distribution, where the values are between [0.0; 1.0], and the generation periodicity is 60s. The size of the data packet is 20 bytes. For larger samples, these packets are fragmented by the sources and re-assembled at the reception; and (iv) Evaluated parameters and stream size: We varied the number of nodes, stream size, and number of nodes generating data. For each evaluated parameter we analyzed the application and network behavior by using sample sizes of n and log n. All parameters used in the simulations are presented in Table 1 .
In order to evaluate the data quality by distribution approximation between the original and sampled streams, we In the following, we show the simulation results of the data reduction algorithm to address the design requirements for real-time applications. DEADLINE BEHAVIOR. An important issue to be considered when evaluating real-time requirements is the possible time limits of each sample size of data streams. These time limits can be very difficult to determine due to the possible dynamic conditions during the network operation, such as different number of sources, data sizes, and topologies. Thus, we performed this study by considering the amount of data sent in the network and by changing the sample sizes.
In order to do this, we consider an network with a fixed size of 256 ing streams with different sizes. We use the lowest average delay obtained through simulations by considering random topologies and a tree with the minimum number of hops between the nodes. The delay is determined by measuring the time between the first data packet sent by the source and the last packet received by the sink, i.e., it is the time for a stream to be entirely received by the sink. Table 2 summarizes the time limits, in seconds, for our data reduction algorithm using different sample strategies and the considered data stream sizes. These limits are used in the Real-Time Deadline module present in Section 2 to help in network decision when our solution is applied in a real-time environment. So, if the deadline requirement met this time limits our solution can be used in the real-time application. A more detailed evaluation of the delay performance is presented in Figure 2 . This evaluation considers the delay of the entire network to delivery a data packet to the sink. In this evaluation, we use different sample sizes (log n and ) and the complete sensor stream (n). These cases are analyzed with different network scenarios by varying the network size, the amount of generated data at the source, and the number of sources.
We observe in all cases that when the sample size is diminished the delay diminishes accordingly. The log n sample is the best result because the number of elements in packet has a little increased. Analyzing the figures separately, when the number of nodes varies (Figure 2(a) ), the delay varies a little. This occurs because only one source is used, and both the size of the sensor stream and the network density did not change. In this scenario, the log n sample has less impact on the delay.
When the size of the sensor stream varies (Figure 2(b) ), we can observe the impact of our solutions in the delay. The log n sample has the best performance in all cases, and the delay does not vary when the sample size increases. In the log n sample, this occurs because the number of elements in packet is increased only when we increase the sensor stream size (256, 512, 1024, 2048). The other results (samples of 2 and n) have worse performances because the number of packets is increased proportionally when the sensor streaming size is increased.
When the number of nodes generating data varies (Figure 2(c) ), the sample of log n have the best performance for all cases. This occurs because, in this scenario, more packets are passing through the network when we increase the number of nodes generating data. Each source using the sample of log n uses only one packet (the packet size is no more than 20 bytes) to send its data to the sink. For the other results (samples of n' and n) each source node generates more than one application packet, overloading the network, and causing delay. These results are close to time limits showed in Table 2 .
ENERGY BEHAVIOR. This evaluation considers the energy consumption of the entire network to delivery a data packet to the sink. Again, we use different sample sizes (log n and n) and the complete sensor stream (n). These cases are analyzed with different network scenarios by varying the network size, the amount of generated data at the source, and the number of sources. According to the delay behavior, as a result when the sample size decreases, the consumed energy decreases for the same reason that delay behavior. Again, the same effect of the number of node variation is observed. When the sensor stream size and number of nodes generating data ( Figure 3 ) vary we can observe the impact on the energy when our solution is used. In the all cases, the sample log n has the best performance. These results are used in the Sensor Network Requirement module present in Section 2 to help deciding when the application needs to save energy.
Energy consumption error is constant, since the data lost is small. The greatest error occurs when we use a smaller sample size but the data similarity is kept.
Vertical distance in KS-test DATA QUALITY BEHAVIOR. Here, we present the impact of our solution by evaluating the data quality. The sampling solution looses information in its process, therefore it is important to evaluate its impact on the data quality. Again, the impact of the sampling solution is made through the K-S test and the average error. Like the network evaluation, we use different sample sizes (log n and ) and the complete sensor stream (n) in different network scenarios. We vary the network size, the amount of data generated at the source, and the number of sources. Here, we show only the number of sources result because in all scenarios we have the same behavior. Figure 4 shows the similarity between the original and sampled stream distributions. The difference between them is called ks-diff. The results show that when the sample size is decreased the ks-diff increases. Because the data streams are generated between [0.0; 1.0], ks-diff is 20% for log n sample sizes, and ks-diff is 10% for n sample sizes. The We also evaluate the data quality through the discrepancy between the original and sampled stream average values ( Figure 5 ). This error we call data-error. Like the ks-diff, when the sample size decreases, the data-error increases. However, data-error is 10% for samples of log n, and data-error is almost zero for samples of . Again, the error is constant for the same reason of the ks-diff. However an important observation is that the data-error is the same for samples of and n. Therefore, if we want to keep the maximum data quality, considering the data-error, we can send only samples of n. These results are used in the Data Reduction Decision module presented in Section 2 for help in decision about the data quality when the application require quality in data processing.
In summary, when we analyze the combination of data quality, network behavior and deadlines in the Data Reduction Decision module, presented in Section 2, we conclude that: (i) the sample of log n reduces the energy consumption and delay by reducing the amount of data being transmitted. However, the data quality is affected in the distribution similarity (20%) and average discrepancy (10%). this quality may be acceptable in WSNs applications when the network restrictions are strong; (ii) the sample of n is interesting when the application priority is the average discrepancy (near zero); and (iii) it is interesting not to use our algorithm (sample of n) when we have to keep the same data quality similarity and we do not have to worry about the WSN restrictions. The results answer the questions Data reduction and data quality and can be applied to the problem addressed in Section 3.
Conclusion
In real-time wireless sensor networks applications, a very important requirement is the time to deliver such data streams to the sink, and, as discussed in this work, the amount of data in transit through these constrained networks has a great impact on the delay. Thus, we proposed and evaluated a based data stream algorithm that uses a sampling over a histogram technique to reduce data traffic, and consequently the delay and energy consumption. This work represents a way to deal with energy and time constraints at the application level, as a complementary view to solutions that treat this problem in lower network levels.
The results show the efficiency of the proposed method by extending the network lifetime since data transmission demands lots of energy and reducing the delay without losing data representativeness. Such a technique can be very useful to achieve energy-efficient and time-constrained sensor networks if the application is not so dependent on the data precision or the network operates in exception situation (e.g., few resources remaining or urgent situation detection). Moreover, the proposed method meets the design requirements in real-time WSNs.
As future work, we intend to better evaluate the proposed technique by considering other network scenarios, and matching the proposed application-level solution with lower-level ones, for example, by considering some realtime-enabled routing protocol. We also plan to apply the proposed method to process data streams along the routing task. Thus, not only the data from a source is reduced, but similar data from different sources is also reduced, resulting in a more energy-efficient solution.
